Tech Lacerossmen Topped By Stevens

Bowers Clash With Dartmouth Next Week

Last Saturday, Coach Charles Van Unummon (apologies for previous spellings) led the M.I.T. La- cerossmen to victory over the Stevens Institute of Technology Lacerossmen, who had one of the strongest aggregations in the East. Playing a wide-open game, with few penalties, the Stevens outfit showed the Tech Lacerossmen under a barrage of eight goals the last half, and it looked as if the game was turning into a rout. However, coming back with a different spirit the second half, Stevens held Stevens to two goals, and matched total with two of their own.

Tech Holds Stevens' Attack

M.I.T. started the game off right, as Hilleshagen came through with a goal after two minutes of play. This was the end of the first half, as Stevens got its attack rolling, monopolized the body for the remainder of the half, and scored eight goals in quick succession. When the second half opened, Stevens continued to pass the attack, but met with a different brand of imitation. In the last two seconds of the third period, four points were set, and the team managed to squeeze out a goal, after fifteen minutes of scoreless play. Tech countered in the last thirty seconds, with a tally by Stan-Mech. In the first minutes of play, and the game again settled into defensive play. The Stevens attack once more rained through the Tech defense on a quick stick by Mech, but Wurzbuch knew immediately with an attack goal for Tech. It might have been a different story, if Tech had played that end of Laceross throughout the entire game.
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Undefeated Team Travels This Week

Last Saturday, the Beaver men took their third straight victory when they defeated W.P.I., 6-3. The team showed its strength in the singles, taking four out of five while losing the two doubles. This victory meant that M.I.T. took the entire series, and the game again settled into defensive play. The Stevens attack once more rained through the Tech defense on a quick stick by Mech, but Wurzbuch knew immediately with an attack goal for Tech. It might have been a different story, if Tech had played that end of Laceross throughout the entire game.
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